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A best-selling text unparalleled in its method of teaching human advancement, Berk’s Advancement Through the
Lifespan is relied upon in classrooms worldwide for its clear, engaging composing style, exceptional cross-cultural
concentrate, rich examples, and long-standing dedication to presenting the most up-to-date scholarship while also
offering college students research-based, practical applications they can relate to their personal and professional lives.
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Rent, Don't Buy If you want this for a class, save your valuable money and lease this book, if you don't want it for future
use. Essentially learning about myself the complete term, and studying what the body and mind goes through as I grow
older. Look out for seller statements. The merchandise description said there is an Etext access bundled with it. The
textbook provides plenty of pictures that are graphic, so that it kept the reading interesting. I am reading the complete
textbook to myself and into an sound recorder, which is definitely how I research difficult materials. Helped me obtain
an A in developmental Psych. a chat with the seller was no help. our instructor had no knowing of this procedure, nor
how to do it. Most likely one of the most interesting reads within my college experience so far. The profit motive
dominates every aspect of education and scholarship, I am afraid. A little bit old, but not affect reading. I really like
having the hard duplicate as separated papers with 3 ... I’m very upset that this reserve approved through Amazon’s
rental program with out a better view of the inside. I really like getting the hard copy as separated papers with 3 ring
punch so I can make my very own book and remove the chapters I am learning. This really helps in my own learning. I
also enjoy having it online as well.? I also got the My Virtual Child code to go online with Pearson labs. But, I'd say that,
for regular students taking more than one course, 60 - 70 hours of reading is normally a bit much for one semester.
Good book, but ripped pages The content of the book is very interesting and easily understood. ? However, I’ve
progressed through the publication I observed about ten web pages that are ripped! It is a publication for my Psych 201
class. A+ Delivered promptly and in great state. There is only a few difference between this one and the newer addition.
Thank you A thorough and well-written textbook, but far too lengthy for an individual semester course. I acquired an A in
the ckass. Each chapter can be 3-4 hours worthy of of tape and there are 19 chapters in this 6th Edition. I quite
definitely appreciated her personal stories about her family members and her encounters with Lifespan Development.
Nevertheless, the book is incredibly lengthy, filled with study references containing arguments and counter-arguments,
with the forest often being lost to an focus on the trees. amazon didn't have the ebook, so i bought it. Laura Berk's
initial and last chapters are tear jerkers. I am not quite done. It really is all one of them purchase. In a far more general
comment about 2014 textbooks, and Pearson in particular, I would clarify that without some questions and answers for
review, it really is impossible to self-gauge retention in such a mammoth work. My instructor and University does not
require (or even, in some ways permit) purchase of the online NewDevelopmentLab, so I am baffled to exercise my
memory space and application muscles. Loose-leaf is the strategy to use! since i have to do items electronically, this
publication is useless to me. We are breeding a era of scholars who cannot recall what they have examine because
Publishers and authors don't share queries and answers on the material they teach. I needed this reserve for a course,
and was scared it will be boring. Rather, I find it quite educational and interesting.? The shipping was quick, and I like
the loose-leaf style! Who needs a hardback anyway? Definitely worth the good, inexpensive price! Will purchase loose-
leaf any time I have that option. So interesting Textbooks are expensive, therefore i decided to rent it all from amazon.
no mention of any restrictions. they said i could not gain access to the etext. This publication does a decent work of
basically covering the human lifespan, but is not worth the $160 price tag. Also there is a ton of explanations relating to
children, a lot of these myths and wive's tales will end up being debunked with simple logic and research. The cover was
a little worn but to pay out such a small price for a utilized textbook I couldn’t complain. It's been 25 years since I
studied this stuff, so it was a good all-in-one for me. With this purchase I acquired both, I am pleased, I use them both.
Hmmm. Don't recall this Great Needed for college EASY Read Great Book A must have I haven't started reading yet, but
glanced through this looks like something everyone ought to know. Five Stars Great book. When i tried to gain access to
the Etext, was told that i required an gain access to code, and that had to be provided by an instructor. course. I have a
recording of the chat. A little bit old ,however, not affect reading.
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